POWER
YOUR NEXT PRODUCTION
With StorNext 6 Scale-Out Storage

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE NEW FEATURES OF STORNEXT 6
As a StorNext® owner, you can take advantage of the new features of StorNext 6 to power your media
workflow to the next level—with even more performance, flexibility, collaboration, and scalability.
The powerful new features of StorNext 6 include:
FlexSync™: Automate the synchronization of data
between multiple StorNext systems for greater data
protection and collaboration

File system auditing: Get an activity trail of what,
when, and who made changes to file metadata and
file contents

FlexSpace™: Allows you to have multiple instances of
StorNext—located anywhere in the world—to share a
single archive target

Online stripe group management: Non-disruptively
add capacity by extending existing stripe groups with
added disks

FlexTier™: Tier your data to your own public cloud
accounts—easily and efficiently

Multi-tier copy management: Set retention times for
copies on a per-tier basis, set the order of tiers for
retrieval, and control tiers independently

Offline File Management: Control when Mac Finder
retrieves your file information when browsing
remote archives
Quality of service: Specify the maximum bandwidth
allowed for a given client and/or allocate guaranteed
bandwidth for specific clients and not for others

Increased scalability: Continue to scale—now with
more files in managed file systems, increased from
1.4 billion to 3.5 billion

Regardless of your storage environment, you can upgrade to the unparalleled combination
of high performance and advanced data management of StorNext 6.
Call your Quantum representative today at 800-677-6268 and ask how you can upgrade to StorNext 6,
or visit www.stornext.com/stornext-6.

ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out tiered storage, archive, and data protection. The company’s StorNext® platform powers
modern high-performance workflows, enabling seamless, real-time collaboration and keeping content readily accessible for future
use and re-monetization. More than 100,000 customers have trusted Quantum to address their most demanding content workflow
needs, including top studios, major broadcasters and cutting-edge content creators. With Quantum, customers have the end-toend storage platform they need to manage assets from ingest through finishing and into delivery and long-term preservation.
See how at www.stornext.com.
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